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              Abstract

 Advances  in ihfcrmatian  tethnctlogJt are

chang7hg the  socr'ai  enntonmen4  and  have

brought about  the so-ca"ed

infatTmation'on'ented socr'ety  Rarticulaz4Jr

1then  1ve  consider  the eldezix  a  large gnp  is
opening  trp  between  those pthe  can  use

cenrputers  efireetively  te process jhrrertnatfon
and  those  i-cho  canno4  causing  an  infet:tnatian

banu'eL II vve  lovver this bam'er and  take  the

active  usage  ofinformation  in the daiCy h'ves
of  the eldet:ly  as  an  integi:al part  of  thefr
Ztfe'cyalq vve wiLl  be able  to provcide this
ihformats'anaZ4}r  hantficapaed  group  pvr'th  new

intetvests in litre. 7:his paper  propases  a  smppart

systen1 to encourage  efirective informats'(m

exchanges  betrveen the elcle2:4y  and  thefr
famiZ}1 fi:ienda aeguaintances  and  care

provader  arganieatians  to improve  the  quah'ty
ofhre,1.introduction

 Advances  in infbrmation technology  are

changing  the social  environment,  and  have
brought about  the  so-called

information'oriented society.  Particularly
when  we  consider  the  elderly,  a  large gap  is

opening  up  between those who  can  use

cemputers  effbctively  to process information
and  those who  cannot.  This is one  of  the
factors that eauses  an  infbrmation  barrier i}5).

I£ we  lower this barrier and  take  the active

usage  of  infbrmation in the daily lives of  the

elderly  as  an  integral part  of  their life"cycle,
we  will  be able  to provide  this informationaUy
handicapped  group with  new  interests in life.
Currently, many  of  the systems  intended  for
the elderly  are  aimed  at reducing  the burden
placed  upon  people  needing  care,  and  those

providing this care.  Furthermore, there are

few examples  of  research  announcements

being made  for infbrmation technDlogy
intended to improve  the lives of  the elderly.

 This paper  proposes  an  information  barrier
free system  intended for the elderly  that
employs  human  interface agent.  This  system

provides functions such  as  those  that  enable

the user  to easily  handle infbrmation with  a

PC, a system  function that  improves the

quality  of  life, and  a  health`check function,
through  the assistance  of  an  agent3)4).

Through  the  implementation  of  a  prototype  of

this system,  we  were  able  to confirm  the

possibility ofthe  efEectiveness  of  this system.

2. imns  ofthe  Barrier Etee Systems

2.1 Overa]1 Struc ture ofthe  Sygbem

 As shown  in Fig. 1, this system  is connected
to the  user,  the user's  family, friends, hospital,
and  helpers by means  of networks.  The  agents

are  loaded into a  PC  at  the  user's  home,
located on  several  relay  servers,  and  operate

as  a  multi'agent  system2).  The agent  loeated
within  the  user's  PC, assists  with  the

eperation  of  the user's  PC, conducts  e-mail

handling, acquiTes  information regarding  the

user's  health conditions,  as  well  as  providing
the  user  with  some  pleasure  and  improving
the quality of  his or  her life. The  agent  in the
relay  server  houses the user's  infOrmation
data base, provides  infbrmation that  improves
the quality of life for each  user,  provides  an

alarm  function, manages  the user's  physical
condition,  and  exch.anges  infbrmation  with  the

user's  hospital and  helpers.
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2.2 ku  PC  Qperabon intemhce easy
to use

  Current  PCs  are  desigried priinarily for
people  who  are  familiar with  how  they

operate.  For the  elderly  user,  these PCs  are

difEieult to operate,  due  to their eomplexity

and  the  varieus  and  diverse functions that
they  possess.  As  shown  in Fig. 2, operation  of

this system  is assisted  by an  agent  that,
through  human  interface technology,  provides
an  easily.understandable  PC  system.

               pcAgent

SupportHumanInterface

User
EasyMaiLingsystem

Netwerk

         Flig2. Barrier 
'Iilree

 Elygtem

  In order  to simplif3r  the procedure when  the
user  is sending  an  e'mail  transmission,  the
number  of  input headings has been reduced,
and  an  easy'to-understand  visual operation
procedure  is provided.  In order  to assist  people
who  are  not  good  at  keyboard operations,  a

pull'down  menu  format has been  adopted.

 At  the  first time  using  this system,  the
character  size  that  is easiest  for each  user  to
read  and  other  parameters  are  set  up.  A
character  size  option  tool is presented to the
user,  and  they  choose  the'character  size  that
is easiest  to read.

2,3 Iinformation Sxpport lotended to Imprvve

the Quality of  Seniors' lives

  As  humans  become  older,  they  often  sense

that  they  are  no  Ionger connected  to society,
and  feel i$olated. To help rbmove  this  sense  of

isolation, this system  provides  a  means  for the
user  to eommunicate  with  others.  When  using

this system  for the  first time,  user  information
such  as  hobbies, family information, normal

body temperature,  and  regular  blood pressure
is input into the  database  by  the  system

support  person. The  agent  uses  this

information'to improve  the  user's  quality of

life by providing information and  assistance,

(1) Providmg E'Mai1 Partners
  The e"mail  addresses  of  acquaintances,

friends, family members  and  volunteers  are

recorded  in the  database  for each  user  as

initial user  infbrmation. The  user  utilizes  the
e-mail  addresses  to  exchange  messages  with

their  e"mail  partners. Furthermore,  when  the
u$er  has made  a  request,  or  decides that  the

user  has not  sent  or  received  a  message  for a
long period  of  time,  the  agent  wil1  present the
user  with  e'mail  partners that  they  can
contact.  The  agent  keeps  track  of  the  number

of  e'mail  transmissions sent  by the  user  and

utilizes  this  information to  understand  the
user's  lifestyle.

  When  users  join new  social  groups,  they

may  exchange  more  messages  with  more

e-mail  partners.  As  a  result,  in parallel with

an  increase in the  user's'  activities,  and  the
number  of  e'mail  partners, the  assistance  that
the  system  provides  in sending  and  receiving

e'mail  transmissions changes  to some  extent.

At  times  like this, the  agent  wiH  ask  the  user

questions  about  their  hobbies and  their

relationships  with  friends, in order  to grasp
the  changes  that  are  occurring.  The questions
that  anive  fr6m  the  agent  are  easy  to  answer,

and  the  user  can  select  ones  they  answer  from
a  list of  options.  Through this  process, it will

be possible to introduce the suitable

conversation  partner for the  particular
situation,

(2) Supporting Contact With the Farnily

  When  registering  user  information  on  the.

system,  information on  the  user's  family is
also  recorded.  Based upon  this, while  the
agents  send  information  to the  user,  they

place  themselves  between the  family and  the

user,  and  transport  family informatien  te the

user.  For example,  the agent  provides the  user

with  information  such  as  what  their
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grandchildren currently  enioy,  the  television

programs  that  they  watch,  and  what  type  of

games  they  play. However, family members'

hobbies wil1  probably  change  over  time.  The
agent  sends  the  user's  family a  series  of

questions  by e"mail  to obtain  information, If
this system  provides a  means  of  increasing the
number  of  times  that  the  users  eontact  their

families, .it may  strengthen  their sense  of

family bonds, and  give them  more  topics  of

conversatlon.

(si Giving Advice on  Hobbies

  The  agents  grasp what  the  user's  hobbies
are,  and  they  use  this information to tell users

about  related  events  and  the  URLs  of  other

groups involved with  this hobby. The agent

wil1  examine  infbrmation registered  when  the

user  first used  the  system,  how  the  user

utilizes  the  system,  etc., to identify ways  of

presenting information to the user,  give
advice, and  introduce social  groups. Based
upon  the  results  of  this investigation, they

wil1  use  the  best metheds  to ebtain

information from  the  user  and  to introduce
groups to the  user.  By  applying  the

information, 
'the

 users  receive  advice  that

relates  to their hobbies. When  the  agent  is
introducinga new  group to the user,  the  agent

asks  the  user  various  questiens, and  selects

the  best groups, Through this, it is possible to

provide the user  with  suggestions  fbr how  they

can  enjoy  their free tirne.

 Agents  can  increase the  number  of

opportunities  that a  user  has to communicate

with  other  users,  In order  to do this, each

user's  agent  exchanges  infbrmation with  other

agents.  The  example,  when  the  user  wants  to

join new  clubs,  Agents  get user's  wishes.  Then
Agents  chase  up  friends who  wil1  join to the

same  club.  Furthermore, user  information
registered  when  the  user  used  the  system  for
the first time  is 1ikely to alter  as  the  user's

hobbies and  the  associated  groups  change.

These  changes  are  added  to the information
that  was  initially collected,  and  this

information is used  to support  the  user.

(al Providing Lifestyle Information

 Also, for the aged  who  tend  not  to be-aware
of  changes  in society,  this system  is intended
to provide the  user  with  lifestyle information.
so  as  to enable  them  to grasp the  present
situation  of  society.  Also, in order  to remove

the  sense  of  isolation from society,  news  and

similar  information are  sent  to the  user  on  a

daily basis.

2.4 Cims  on  Physical Condibon
  When  users  feel anxious  about  their

physical condition,  this  system  provides  a

physical  condition  checking  functien.
(1)The user  inputs information such  as  their

tem'perature,

 changes  in their bloed pressure,
pulse  information directly onto  the  PC  screen.

While  the  input information is transmitted  to
the  user's  hospital' and  helpers, this data is
stgred  in a  special  databtise that  has  been set

up  for each  user.  While  administering  the

physical condition  check,  the  agent  provides
the  uSer  with  appropriate  advice.  When  the

results  ef  the checks  are  abnormal,  theHealth

Check Agent  contacts  the  Hospital  Help
Agent, and  while  the Health Check Agent and

the  Hospital Help  Agent  are  working  together,

they  support  the  hospital and  the user.

(2)It is possible for the  user's  doctors, nurses,
and  helpers to cheek  this temperature,  blood
pressure, pulse  information on  a  weekly  or

monthlybasis.

3. System Configtiration and  Inrplemeritation

3.1 Sygtem Conliguration

  The authors  have  censtructed  the  agent

system  on  a  three`Iayer  structure  composed  of

clients,  a  web  server,  application  server,  and  a

database  server.  The  reason  for using  the
three'layered  structure  

'
 is that  this

organization  can  cope  with  an  increase in the
number  of  users,  and  by  having  each  agent

posted  on  and  operating  on  the  application

server,  it is possible to reduce  the  burden
imposed  upon  the  web  server-  The
configuration  of  the  system  prototype that  has
been set  up  in our  laboratory and  its
connections  to the  agents  are  shown  in Fig. 3.
  First of  all, when  the user  turns on  their PC,
the  web  browser starts  up  automatically  and

the  top  page  for this system  appears  on  their

screen.  When  various  types  of  information  are

accessed  through  the  top  page, this

information passes  through  the  browser and  is
transmitted  te the web  server  and  the
application  server.  Agents  operate  on  the

application  server.  The  agent  that  meets  the

user's  request  answers  the  request.

 When  the user  makes  a  request  for sending
an  e'mail  message,  health check  or  other

means,  this information passes  through  the

web  browser, and  is sent  to  the  web  server.

The  Operating  Helping  Agent, which

corresponds  to each  user,  operates  on  the
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applicationserver.

 A]though  various  agents  act  upon  the  user's

requests,  usually  they  act  upon  the  Operation
HelpingAgent's decisions. The  Lifb Enhaneing
Agent  operates  when  the  user's  request

involves improving  their quality of  life (see (al
of  Fig, 3). When  the  user  requests  a  health

check'upt  the  Health Check Agent  becomes
involved (see (b) of  Fig3). The Alarm  Agent
does not  act  according  to user's  requests,  but
always  operates  on  the  application  server,  and

operates  when  particular ¢ onditions  on  the

server  arise.  The  Hespital Help  Agent
operates  when  doctors and  nurses  at  the

user's  hospital utilize  this system.  The  Helper
Agent operates  when  helpers use  this system.
The Operation Helping Agent, Life Enhancing
Agent, and  Health Check Agent  access  an  of

the  user  databases, store  this data, and

contact  the  users,  Furthermore,  the  Hospital
Help  Agent  and  Helper Help  Agent  aecess  the

user  database  in order  to obtain  relevant

information, such  as  the useis  current  state  of

health (see from (a) to (e) in Fig. 3).
  This system's  structural  environment

consists  of  a  Windows  2000  OS, Apache  1.3

web  server,  JRun3.0 Application Server, and

makes  use  of  an  Oracle8i database.
This system  has been develeped using  Java. Most

of  what  appears  on  the user's  screen  has been
deve1eped using  JSPOava  Server Pages), and

prDaess control of  this system  has been develeped

usingServlet.

user1

user2

usern

Hespitat

Helper

3.2 Implementation ofAgents

3.2. 1 0perat ion Hefping Agent

 Changing  the  window  that  appears  on  the

screen  of  the user's  PC  and  using  other

functions can  be quite a  burden for the users.

Therefore, the system  has been designed so

that  the  user  can  use  all  of  the  functions with
a  single  sereen.  When  user  sets  up  the  PC,  she

or  he will  see  the  screen  shown  in Fig.4 at  the

first. This system  does not  need  to  set  up  any

soft  ware  by user.
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 E'Mail  Transmission  (lt3)
  1.Who  do you  wish  to send  a  message  to?

 E'Mail Transmission  (2/3)
2.Please enter  message  name  (A message

can  be sent  without  a  name  attachecD

 E'Mail Transmission  (3/3)
 3.Please enter  your  message.

4Please  press here when  yeu  wish  to send  yeur
message.

      F-g.5E'mai1TfansmissionFlow
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 Icons representing  persons to wbom  the user

want  to send  e'mail  messages  appear  on  the

screea  and  the user  chooses lfom among  them.  In

order to simplify  the sending  ofe'mail  messages,  a

conversatiDnal  CVVizard) format is empl[ryed,  and

as  long as  the user  uses  the system  as  instructed

they  cun  send  messages.  T[he number  of  messages

sent  is counted,  and  the function used  to transmit

the user's  mail  keeps a  record  ofmessages sent.

3.2,2 Life EnhancingAgent

 An  outlme  of  the  Life Enhaneing Agent's job
is presented in Fig. 6.

through  this function.

32.3  System im  operating  through

[CAFs.(1)TAF
 Operational and  Functional

Architecture

 TAF  si (flhaining system for Agerrt FrameworlO

devised by Mr, Kinoshita and  staff  is an  agent

immework  intended to p]an and  bimg  about  an

agont  structuTe.  Based  upon  the basic agent

structure  (ardhitecture) deterrnined by the [[:AF,

this system  provide$ information pessessed  by

agents,  agent  programming  language detailing

Browser C;ass

.x-xUsers'MaitSelecMai1
(

therulesfarthisknowledgeaswellasagent

,
transmissions,Also,whenagentsareoperatingon
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(c)Hobby{)(e)Work
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ystem'srepository,wheretheyaiemanaged.This
informationcanbeextractedwhenagentswishto

viewit.T[heagentcoc)rdinator,throughmaking
useofTAF,canconligurevariousagentsystems.

AgentarchitectureprovidedbytheTAFisshown

inFig.7.
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JavaPrograTn MessageFromaher
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m  Fig. 5),These headings eorrespond  to
structural  elasses  that  the agent  has set'up,

and  the proper database can  be accessed

through  these  classes.  The information located
in the  database  can  be obtained  by the

class(see  (d) of  Fig. 5). The information that

has been  obtained  from the  database  has a

priority ranking,  and  data is extraeted  from
each  class  depending upon  its importance.
Based upon  the information that  has been
taken  from the  database, each  class  is
required  to meet  the  request  made  by the  user

(see (e) of  Fig. 5). The agent  sends  the
information that  corresponds  to the  user's

request  through  the browser (see (f) of Fig. 5).

 Introducing users  to social  groups is one  of

the  Life Enhancing AgenVs duties, and  this

task is done using  TAF  
2)
 structure,  Agents

assist  users  with  their hobby  friend searching

    Fig.7 Agerrt Arultitecture of  TAF

 The  transmission  module,  extrapolation

module,  control  module,  and  external

interface module  are  the  four functional
modules  forrning the  structure  used  by agents

operating  under  TAF. Operations conducted

by agents  operating  under  TAF  are  regulated

by rules,  which  are  stored  in the  extrapolation

module's  exclusive  production  system

(TAF"PS) rule  base. Furthermore, dynamic
                                   .
decisions made  when  the agents  are  operatmg

on  the system  are  based upon  miscellaneous

information stored  in the working  memory.

(2)An Example  of  the  Life Enhancing

 Agenes  Duty

 This system uses  TAF  to enable  agents  to

exchange  messages  with each  other  In this case,
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let's oonsider  the exchango  of  messages  between
User A  User B, Agent A. and  Agent B, where  the

excharige  of messages  presented in Fig.8 are

exe[  uted  through  tihe progr arn  sbown  in Fig.9 and
the screen  shown  in Fig.9. (1) User B  would  ]ike to
be irrvvlved in a  social group. C2) User B informs

Agent B of  the first, second,  and  third choioe ofi
social  groups that he or  she  would  1ike to join. (3)
Agent A  asks  user  A  what  his or  her interests are

and  asoertains  the first, second  and  third

preferences. (al Agent B sends  a  message  to agent
A.((D in Fig.8>.AgentB a[=Epts  that.@  in Fig.8)
(5) Agent A  and  Agent B  compare  each  of  the

users'  preferences.(@ in Fig.at (6) At  this time,

User IYs and  User B's first, second,  and  third

preferenoes do net  match.  (7) Since User B
expres$ed  a desire for a  friend, User A  is given
prioriby; because they  were  invibed by User B.
[[hus, Agent  A  and  Agent B  give preferenoe to user
As  wishes.  (8) Agent A  and  Agent B  compare  each

of the users'  preferences. ({D Agent A  and  Agent B
choase one  group, (10) Agent A  sends  User A  a

coniirmation  mes$age  desc ribing  the particulars of

the decision.(@ in Fig.8) (11) User  A  sends  a

message  of  consent  to Agent A. (@ in Fig.8) and

then AgentA  sends  a message  to AgentB.(@  in

Fig.8)(12) Agent B  sends  a  message  of decision to

UserB((D (6hnFig.at.
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  Fig.9 Example  of  Iife Enhancing Agent
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3.2.2 Health Check Agent

  Fig.11 shows  an  example  of  knowledge
information that  has  been used  by the Health
Check Agent.  The  knowledge information used

in diagnesis is stored  as  a  XML  document,  and

management  of  this information is conducted

through  an  
"if'then"

 production  rule.  In this
figure, <condition  age>  indicates the  user's

age,  <condition  pressu>  shews  the systolic

readings,  and  <condition  presd>  indicates the
diastolic readings.  The health check  and

advice  that  is output  to the  user  are  based
upon  the  user's  age,  and  their systolic  and

diastolicreadings.

 The  Health  Check Agent's health check

screen  is shown  in Fig. 12.

;?am1 uersmn='!,e'  encoding=SH[FT-)]S' ?>

:-.-:--t-tti-itiofilii:.>
-<,:ondiliofiage=`60'>
-<conditionpressd='eO')
  (cenditienptessut'ltO'>AEop±tTopMFeLitta.scfoVt<Elv.cxtonditien,

  ccoTlditionpressu='120'>It-Ett(ttonditioa>

  cccntiitignpressu;'110'>IXAEtT(tconditian>

  <cenditiDnp,essv='1su'>ISAEIt<tccndition)

  ctonditienpressu='15D'>stasbo)iErt.!gtAEV:<EeO<lcenditiou>

  (:･ cncltien  ptessu='t605IaErt. I!7Vt<EeVclcondt:･ion)

  <:onditienptessu='l70')gaffrt.fitoVt<EeLbc/cendltian)

  cccnc'itionp;essu;'leO'>asaErt.tu!)OT<EIL,.<tcendition)

  <,:and"ienpressu;'lgO'>ELiSAEtSMLirT.KM:iM,tt</tondilion)

  ccanditionpressu=-2eO'>ELiSAEt5asirt.EM:ilzait(/ciedition>

 <t,;,,nei:iefi)
-<contiitionpressci='S5')

  cr.efiditienpreisu='ltO')AEopttTopMFUL,rrn."!)ttr<tteLict,:cntition>

  ccofidiTiGnpressu='12051MAffltcXcondition)

  (/e:iGl"enptessu;`13cr)EXtErtUcondiTion)

Fig 11. Part of  Knowledge  of  Health

         Check Agent
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1. Please sele¢ t today's  temperature.
2. Please input today's  blood pressure.
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diastolic reading

Fig. 12 Brvvvser of Health ChDcik

4. Evaluations and  Clonsiderations

  Regarding the results  of  this  prototype
system's  operation,  evaluations  and

considerations  have  been  based upon  system

functions and  configurations.

4.1 System imns

(1) PC  Operational Support
  At  the  present stage,  the  prototype system  is
being operated  with  pseudo  users

repre$enting  regular  users.  The  pseude  users

are  given guidance  on  issues such  as  selecting

character  size,  guidance  on  the  menu,  and

what  they  should  do next.  Although  major

problems  with  this system  have not  been
detected through  these  operations  with  pseudo
users,  when  considering  the older  age  of  the

actual  people who  Wil1 be using  this  system,

we  assume  that  spoken  guidance  on  how  to
operate  this  system  is essential.

(2) Information  Assistance for the  Lifb

  EnhancingAgents

OProvidingE-]NdailPartriers ,

  Currently, when  the  user  is selecting  to

whom  they  will  send  a  message,  the  e'mail

partner  is shown  as  an  icon. This  system  uses

agents  on  TAF  to find out  friends joing a  new

club  with  the user,  Through that, the nurnber

of  friends and  the  e'mails  partners increases,
it is necessary  for the  more  numerous  e'mail

partners  to appear  promptly  to the  use'r,  and

the  new  addresses  need  to be registered  in the

system.  Currently, we  are  investigating how
to input new  addresses  during times  when

they  cannot  be promptly  registered  in the

system.

Cli)Maintaining Contact Witih tibe User's Family

  Issue that  must  be handled  in the  future
include: what  type  of  the  user's  family
information should  the  agent  transmit  to the

users;  how  can  the  agent  grasp information
such  as  contact  with  the  family that  is
connected  to helping improve the  user's

quality of  life.

Gii)Giving 1fobby Ralated A`lvice

 As  the  user's  activities  in groups  increases,
it is 1ikely that  their  preferences wru  change.

In this case,  the  means  to identify such

changes  has become  an  issue that  needs  to be
addressed.  Currently, user  information is
registered  when  the  user  begins using  the

system,  Based on  this information, the  agent

present3 URLs  that  are  related  to  the  user's

hobbies, but  it is 1ikely that they  quickly tire
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of  them.  We  are  eurrently  considering  how
agents  ean  conneet  the  infermation they  have
obtained  with  advice  that  is linked to the

user's  new  hobbies.

 Searching the clubs with agents,  user  inpnts tihe

clubs in the lirst to third dhoice. On  the agent

moniter  of TAF  shown  for users,  users  are  foree to

input especially  data like agent's  name  and  details

ofmovement,

Therefore tinis system  makes  user  lost on  using.

Then this system  needs  to input only  the names  of

clubs. As the result,  the laber hour of  user  aie

lightenxp.

(3) Checkng  Physical Condition

  In the  system's  present state,  the  users

measure  their blood pressure and

temperature,  and  personally enter  this

information  into the  cemputer.  However,  if
this system  is not  simplified  to the  point
where  all  a  user  has  to do to measure

important information, such  as  a  touch pad
and  thus  automatically  transmit  the

information, this process wil1  probably cause

considerable  distress when  real'world  users

use  lt.

4.2 System Configuration

(1) Enrichnent  of  the  Agent's Knowledge

 User inforrpation is registered  in this

system  when  the user  uses  it for the  first time.
Afterwards, the  agent  asks  the  user  various

questions on  a  regular  basis to obtain  the

most  recent  information. In order  to utilize

these information for the user  support,  it is
necessary  for the  agent's  knowledge  to  be
enriched,

(2)Strengthening the  Multi-Agent System
  Presently, multiple  agents  are  only  working

together  when  users  qre looking for a  social

group to join. Although  the  eurrent  situation

is one  where  agent$  are  directly sending

messages  to each.other,  if a  domain is set'up
where  multiple  agents  have  common  indirect
access  to this exchange  ofmessages,  they  wil1

be able  to provide even  more  information to
users.  This system  would  use  a  combination  of

clirect transmissions sent  between  agents,  as

well  in{1irect transmissions.  
'

5.Conchision . '

  In this paper,  a  
`proposal

 for an

information'barrier+free support  system

intended to  improve the  quality  of  life for the
elderly  is being  made.  This systepa  has  a

three'layer  web'computing  configuration  that

uses  agents  operating  within  its framework  
,

and  is primanly  intended to enhance  the lives
of  its users  with  TAF.  Through  this  struct  ure,

we  have  proposed  an  iJtformation applicatien

system  targeting  the  elderly,  which  makes  use

of  agents.  Furthermore, this system  has been
evaluated  through  the  use  of  pseudo  users.  We
have  discovered areas  where  this system  may

possibly be used  to  enhanee  the  lives of  its
users.  From  this  time  on,  I would  Iike to

evaluate  how  this  system  works  with  aetual

elderly  users,  as  well  as  their families, and  the

people in their  lives.
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